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Abstract

The neutron activation method was used for the determination of nitrogen in local
food stuffs ( sorgrham, grains, beans, nuts, wheat and sesame ) The 14N(n2n)13N
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10" W a s Ufed m t h i s a n a ly« s- T h e P ro te in content obtained ranged from 8% to
Wo. I he results of these measurements were compared with others obtained for the
same samples us.ng Kjeldahl chemical method. The comparison showed that the two
measurements were in good agreement. An effort was also made to optimise the
method with regard to sample irradiation and measurement acquisition times.

Introduction
The protein is one of the most important components in our food chain The neutron
activation technique (NAA) has been applied to the problem of quantitative nitrogen
analysis to demonstrate the suitability of the technique to make reliable fast and
accurate measurements of the ntrogen (protein) content in food stuffs Such
measurements can have various applications including studies on diet quality" seed
improvement, animal feed-stuff qua li'.y etc.

In order to determine the protein'content it was found that nitrogen represents about
16 percent of the protein mass. Therefore, two numerical constants are usually
recommended for converting the nitrogen mass to protein mass. The constant used for
grams , nuts and sesame is 6.25, whereas for wheat it is usual to use 5.7 [1].
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The measurement was made using the (n,2n) reaction on ^ N . The reaction has a
cross-section of 6.1 mb [2], and ^ N isotope produced from the reaction has a half-life
of 9.5 min and emits positrons [3] that annihilate giving two gammas each of energy
511 KeV.

The neutron generator in the Physics Department, U. of K. produces fast neutrons by
the reaction T(d,n)^He. Various corrections were applied to the measurements with
the aim of improving the accuracy of the method.'

Experimental Procedure:-
A set of standards was prepared specially for the purpose of nitrogen determination.
This comprised a series of samples, 1.5 g each, of known compositions of melamine
(C3H5N6) and starch (C6H10O5). The samples were made into fine powder and then
pressed into pellets of 2.5 cm diameter.

The. neutron flux was monitored by thin, Al-foils.,, The 4reaction .used,t was
27Al(n,p)27Mg with a half-life of 9*44 min [3J.This is close to the half-life of 13N.'
This was a deliberate choice inorder to ensure the stability of the flux in both sample
and standard. The cross-section of this reaction is 78 mb [2]. The gamma line selected
for monitoring the neutron flux was 843 KeV. The samples and standards were
irradiated sandwiched between two Al thin foils to measure the average flux in the
irradiated specimens. -.,,••

The expected' interfering reactions which result in the emission of a positron are listed
in table 2 [2,3].

The correction for ^2C in the melamine standards and samples was done using
different masses of starch standards.

Correction for ^K was done using a KMnO4 standard by determining the ratio of
511 annhilation line to 2166 KeV peak. This ratio was found to be 8.76 .

Correction for 3 lp was effected by using a long waiting time (7 mins) for the samples.
The irradiation, waiting and counting times used for the samples and standards are 5, 7
and 10 mins respectively. To ensure the annihilation of the positrons emitted after
activation, and to save time; samples and standards were counted between the two Al-
foils monitors used in the irradiation configuration.

To optimize the method and to see the effect of varying the irradiation, waiting and
counting times and to get the optimum time that can be used for nitrogen



determination using the neutron generator, different sets of time were used. The two
sets of irradiation, waiting and counting times were 5, 5 and 5; and 3, 3 and 5 mins
respectively.

Results and Discussion:- • '
The results for the starch standards are presented in table 2 and the graph obtained is

shown in fig(l). The slope of the straight line was found to be 0.0022 ± 2%.

Results of melamine standards after corrections are shown in table 3 and are plotted in
fig(2). The. slope of the straight line obtained was found to be 1.25 ± 2%, where L is
defined as

(1)
^ 8 4 3

where A51 j is the area of 511 KeV peak, Ag43 is the area of 843 KeV peak and
is the mass of the Al-foil.

The results obtained for a number of local food stuffs are shown in table 4.This table
also shows results obtained by the Kjeldahl method [4].

The protein content of sorghum, which is the main component of diet for most
Sudanese, is shown by the present study to be species-dependent and to range
between 8.9% and 12.82%. Greater protein content is foun4 in beans and nuts.
Sesame is found to be highly protein rich , about 25% by weight. The results indicated
that the de-fated sesame seeds contains about 50% protein while the sesame which is
not de-fated contains about 27%. Thus the waste of sesame after oil extraction can be
used for various nutritional uses such as animal feed.

From the results obtained in table 4 it was found that the statistical error increased with
decreasing irradiation and acquisition times and that such behaviour is a direct result
of the lower activity developed in the samples .

For comparison purposes , some of the samples were independently analysed using
Kjeldahl chemical method. In the Kjeldahl method digestion and titration techniques
are usually employed; proving to be both reagents and time consuming , about 75
minutes per sample. The error sources in the Kjeldahl method vary depending on
reagent's quality and researcher's performance. In the neutron activation analysis



method the measurements take shorter time (~ 25 mins) and the error is mainly
statistical and thus easy to calculate.

Comparing the three attempted analysis procedures of NAA with the chemical method
it can be concluded that the first procedure, using 5 - 7 - 10 mins is generally in better
agreement with Kjeldahl method.

Conclusion:-
The NAA method using neutron generator facility for the analysis of nitrogen saves
considerable time compared to the chemicaj method and can provide results that are in
good agreement with it.

The technique can be used for the determination of the protein content in a large
number of samples, with considerable time saving compared to the Kjeldahl method.
The main advantages of the technique are that sample prepration is simple and sample
measurement is non-destructive, so that samples are available for re-evaluation if the
need arises.

The measurement protocol using 5,7 and 10 mins for irradiation, waiting and counting
is found to yield results that are in good agreement with with the Kjeldahl method. :
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Table (1) : The interfering reactions and their relevant data
element

3 1 P

3 9 K

reaction

31P(n,2n)30P

39K(n,2n)38K

12C(n,2n)nC

particle
emitted

/? +

P +

other
gammas

1778.76

2166

abundanc
e %

100

93.1

98.89

ll/2
min

2.5

7.7

20.3

a
mb

5.1

2.5

—

Table (2) : The variation of Lstarch with mass of starch
mass of starch

g
0.721
1.516
1.993
2.957
2.977

^starch

0.0026 ± 0.0003
0.0035 ± 0.0002
0.0051 ±0.0005
0.0070 ±0.0004
0.0076 ± 0.0004

Table (3): The variation of LnjtrOgen with mass of nitrogen in the melamine
standard after starch subtraction

mass of
malamine

g
1.576
1.574
1.549
1.534
1.508
1.556
1.481

nitrogen
mass

s
0.760
0.670
0.560
0.325
0.046
0.471
0.852

starch
mass

g
0.430
0.570
0.710
1.060
1.440
0.849
0.202

^N+starch

0.602
0.503
0.452
0.268
0.041
0.368
0.718

^.starch

0.0011
0.0015
0.0018
0.0027
0.0037
0.0022
0.0006

Lnitroeen

0.601 ±0.008
0.502 ±0.010
0.450 ±0.010
0.260 ±0.010
0.036 ±0.001
0.363 ±0.006
0.715 ±0.020
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Table (4): Results obtained for number of food stuffs using the three measurements
and Kjeldahl method

sample

Mayo dura
Fatarita dura
Yellow wheat
White wheat
Safra dura
White millet
Yellow millet
Zrizeara dura
Lentils
Sesame from west
White Bean
White Cowpea
Brown Cowpea
Maize
Soia Bean (a)
Peanuts
Soia Bean (b)
Faba Bean
Rice
Sesame from Hrahri
Sesame from Gbrok
Sesame from Kdarif
Sesame from Damazin
Sesame from Suki

5-7-10 min
method •-
protein %
8.98 ±0.27
12.82 ±0.38
11.13 ±0.31
11.00 ±0.40
11.77 ±0.42
14.03 ±0.34
10.66 ±0.33
11.25 ±0.39
18.03 ±0.48
24.44 ±0.54
22.40 ±2.50
23.39±3.21
25.95 ±3.30
13.32 ±2.04
40.52 ± 1.80
30.52 ± 1.50
44.02 ± 1.90
29.71 ± 1.31
6.40 ±0.20
49.42 ±0.86
44.22 ± 0.76
49.56 ±0.67
36.78 ±0.77
42.67 ±0.79

5-5-5 min
method
protein %

11.80 ±0.50
10.50 ±0.40
10.00 ±0.40

13.60 ±0.20

18.20 ±0.60
25.05 ±0.75
20.70 ±0.70
26.58 ±0.64
24.65 ± 0.64
9.90 ±0.40
37.70 ±0.90
27.70 ±0.70
40.70 ± 1.02
29.40 ±0.70

51.40± 1.00

3-3-5 min
method
protein %
9.30 ±0.40
13.20 ±0.50
12.91 ±0.44

11.77 ±0.52
11.60 ±0.40 _j
20.10 ±0.70
28.80 ± 1.00
23.30 ±0.80
26.68 ± 0.80 :

24.90 ±0.80

32.60 ± 1.00
*

Kjeldahl
method
protein %
8.72
12.19
11.49
11.58
12.46

..14.21
11.74
11.27

49.03
47.50
49.20
39.30
43.30
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Fig (1): mass of starch Vs. L of the starch
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Fig (2): Mass of nitrogen Vs. L of samples


